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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL: 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 These legal submissions are to be read in conjunction with the 

opening and closing legal submissions filed on behalf of the Council 

for the Stage 1 Introduction and Definitions Hearing
1
.  As a result of 

formal and informal mediation the Council has reached agreement 

with submitters in relation to the majority of the defined terms.  Those 

agreements have been reached both in the context of this hearing, 

and during the other Stage 2 / 3 hearings.  

 

1.2 These legal submissions focus on: 

 

(a) areas of disagreement (of which there are understood to be 

few); 

(b) integration of the Stage 2 / 3 Council position with the Stage 

1 Decisions version; and 

(c) outstanding matters relating to on-going hearings, in 

particular Natural and Cultural Heritage, Residential New 

Neighbourhood, General Rules and Procedures, and Open 

Space.  

 

1.3 Council wishes to draw the Panel's attention to the following 

documents that have recently been filed on behalf of the Council, and 

have some (limited) relevance to this hearing: 

 

(a) An application for minor corrections to Decision 16, dated 30 

March 2016 (Application).  This application relates to Stage 

1 definitions, and as mentioned below the minor corrections 

sought are included in the Revised Proposal at Appendix A 

of these submissions, for information purposes only; and 

(b) Memorandum of Counsel regarding definitions relating to 

Plan Change 84 (Special Purpose (Airport) Zone and Plan 

Change 52 (Ruapuna Motorsport Park).  The incorporation 

of the definitions included within those plan changes into the 

                                                                                                                                                
1
  Opening submissions were filed on 10 July 2015.  Two sets of closing submissions were filed, dated 20 

July 2015 and 23 July 2015 (the latter of which included the Council's final revised proposal for the 
Stage 1 hearing). 
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Definitions Chapter of the RDP will occur through clause 

4(3) and (4) of the Order in Council, where the council will 

make changes of minor effect … without using the process 

set out in Schedule 1 of the RMA or in this order, rather than 

through a decision of the Panel.  

 

1.4 Attached in Appendix A is an updated Revised Proposal which: 

 

(a) incorporates definitions decided through Decision 18: 

Hazardous Substances and Contaminated Land (released 

on 15 March 2016); 

(b) any changes made to definitions through other hearings 

since the last Revised Proposal was filed on 16 March 2016 

(Natural and Cultural Heritage and General Rules and 

Procedures in particular); 

(c) includes some changes that were incorrectly shown in the 

16 March 2016 version of the Revised Proposal; and 

(d) shows the corrections sought in the Application.  These 

corrections are shown for information purposes only as they 

are subject to the Panel's consideration and subsequent 

decision in the context of the Panel's Decision 16, rather 

than this Stage 2 / 3 hearing.  These amendments are 

shown in pink text in order to be distinguished from the 

changes in (a) to (c) above (which are all in orange text). 

 

2. AREAS OF DISAGREEMENT 

 

2.1 As noted above, very few areas of disagreement remain.  Since filing 

rebuttal evidence, three joint memoranda have been filed by the 

Council and various submitters resolving wording of definitions.  That 

agreed wording has been incorporated into the latest Revised 

Proposal at Appendix A.  In summary the joint memoranda cover : 

 

(a) Hazardous substances: The Crown, Lyttelton Port 

Company, the Oil Companies and the Council
2
 have agreed 

to exemptions to the definition as it applies to the Bulk Liquid 

                                                                                                                                                
2
  Joint Memorandum of the Crown, Lyttelton Port Company, the Oil Companies and the Council, dated 30 

March 2016. 
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Storage Area within the Specific Purpose (Lyttelton Port) 

Zone.  The memorandum confirms that the parties are not 

opposed to the exclusion applying to the full zone, but 

without prejudice discussions continue as to the appropriate 

drafting; 

(b) Strategic infrastructure: Orion and the Council
3
 have 

agreed to an amendment to the definition and a subsequent 

amendment to Policy 11.1.1.6 in the Utilities and Energy 

Proposal.  The memorandum confirms that Orion no longer 

seeks the inclusion of a definition of 'strategic electricity 

distribution line' nor 'strategic electricity distribution line 

corridor'; and 

(c) Spring: Ngāi Tahu, the Radford Family and the Council
4
 

have agreed on the definition of 'spring'. 

 

2.2 Given this, the areas of disagreement that remain through this 

hearing at the time of filing these legal submissions are understood to 

be as set out in Appendix B to these submissions (although also 

noting section 5 below where we discuss other on-going 

hearings/work streams)..  

 

3. INTEGRATING THE STAGE 2 / 3 COUNCIL POSITION WITH DECISION 16 

 

3.1 By way of background, due to the staged approach taken in 

preparation and notification of pRDP proposals, definitions were 

notified across all three stages (including separate definitions for the 

Central City standalone chapter notified in Stage 3).  Decision 16 was 

released after the evidence in chief and submitter evidence was filed 

for this Definitions Stage 2 / 3 Hearing, but prior to rebuttal evidence.    

 

3.2 The Panel's Decision 16 is relevant to a number of defined terms and 

Council witnesses have therefore (if necessary) commented on the 

relevance of Decision 16 in their rebuttal evidence.  These comments 

generally fall into the following categories: 

 

                                                                                                                                                
3
  Joint Memorandum of Orion and the Council on Proposal 2 and Proposal 11, dated 29 March 2016. 

4
  Joint memorandum of Ngāi Tahu, Radford Family and the Council regarding the definition of 'spring', 

dated 30 March 2016. 
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(a) the Decision 16 version of the definition should be retained 

and the Stage 2 / 3 version deleted altogether; 

(b) the Decision 16 version of the definition should be retained, 

but Stage 2 / 3 elements should be added to the definition or 

parts of the definition merged/integrated; and 

(c) the Decision 16 version of the definition should be deleted 

(or partially deleted), based on Stage 2 / 3 Council evidence 

(this last category is addressed in more detail below). 

 

3.3 As mentioned above, the Council has also filed an application 

seeking minor amendments to Decision 16, dated 30 March 2016.  

These minor corrections to Decision 16, if made by the Panel under 

clause 16 of Schedule 3 of the Order in Council, will address some 

integration issues raised by Council witnesses through their Stage 2 / 

3 Hearing rebuttal evidence.   

 

3.4 In order to assist the Panel and submitters, the recommended 

changes from all of the above documents are incorporated into the 

attached Revised Proposal at Appendix A to these legal 

submissions.   

 

3.5 In terms of jurisdiction to revisit definitions decided on through Stage 

1 decisions and in particular Decision 16, counsel refers to paragraph 

24 of Decision 16 where the Panel records that:
5
 

 

Although we are making a decision on all remaining Stage 1 

definitions (unless otherwise deferred or decided), we reserve the 

ability to revisit those definitions (and those already decided) at later 

Stages pursuant to cl 13(5) and (6) of the OIC.  A number of the 

Stage 1 definitions are also relied on in the provisions notified in the 

Stage 2 and 3 proposals, and in some cases further amendments to 

Stage 1 definitions were notified in Stages 2 and 3.  We will 

consider any such definitions in due course. 

 

3.6 Council supports that approach and requests that the Panel uses it 

powers as necessary under clauses 13(5) and (6)(a) of the Order in 

Council in order to ensure that the final Definitions chapter is 

                                                                                                                                                
5
  This is also recorded on page 69 of Decision 16. 
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integrated and aligned with the remainder of the CRDP.  We now 

briefly outline the Panel's powers under clause 13(5) and (6)(a) of the 

Order in Council, and make some comments as to the relevance to 

the categories set out in paragraph 3.2 above. 

 

 Clause 13(5) and (6)(a) of Order in Council 

 

3.7 The Panel has jurisdiction to reconsider any earlier decision it has 

already made, if it considers it is "necessary or desirable to do so to 

ensure that the replacement district plan is coherent and consistent".
6
    

 

3.8 Before the Panel may direct the Council to make a change to 

provisions that have already been subject to the Panel's decision, the 

change must be "of no more than minor effect".
7
    

 

3.9 Council refers to and adopts the legal submissions previously 

presented to the Panel on clause 13(5) and (6) of the Order in 

Council, in particular the Council's Legal Submissions filed in 

response to the Panel's Minute of 6 July 2015, dated 9 July 2015, at 

paragraphs 12 to 21.  The Panel has subsequently adopted the 

established test from the Re an application by Christchurch City 

Council
8
   Environment Court decision (as it considers clause 16(2) of 

the First Schedule of the RMA).
9
   

 

3.10 In that case the Environment Court held that whether a change would 

result in minor effect relates to whether or not the change may have 

attracted submission.  In deciding what might or might not attract a 

submission, the Court said "… the touchstone should be does the 

amendment affect (prejudicially or beneficially) the rights of some 

member of the public, or is it merely neutral.  If neutral it is a 

permitted amendment under Clause 16, if not so then the amendment 

cannot be made pursuant to Clause 16."
10

  Whether an alteration is 

of "minor effect" is a question of fact and requires examination of the 

likely effects of altering a public document without public input.  

                                                                                                                                                
6
  Clause 13(5). 

7
  Clause 13(6)(a). 

8
  Re an Application by Christchurch City Council (1996) 2 ELRNZ 431. 

9
  Decision 9, Temporary Activities 6A. 6B and 6C, 3 September 2015, paragraphs 20 to 25. 

10
  At paragraph 440. 
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3.11 In paragraph 3.2 above, we foreshadow three general categories of 

changes recommended by Council officers that are all submitted to 

fall within the Panel's powers to amend, under clause 13(6)(a).  The 

relevance to those categories is submitted to be as follows: 

 

(a) the Decision 16 version of the definition should be retained 

and the Stage 2 / 3 version deleted altogether – no need for 

the Panel to use its clause 13(6)(a) power; 

(b) the Decision 16 version of the definition should be retained, 

but Stage 2 / 3 elements should be added to the definition – 

generally no need for the Panel to use its clause 13(6)(a) 

power where simply adding to the Stage 1 definition, but 

some changes to align wording is required and clause 

13(6)(a) can be relied upon; and 

(c) the Decision 16 version of the definition should be deleted 

(or partially deleted), based on Stage 2 / 3 Council evidence 

– there are different reasons for these recommendations, as 

follows: 

(i) in order to merge/integrate the two definitions 

together into one. The effect of these changes is 

considered to be minor as the merge does not 

change the substance of the definition and in some 

instances clearer wording has been 

recommended;
11

 

(ii) because the defined term has been replaced by a 

new definition or terminology through Stage 2/3 

hearings, but the substance of the defined term has 

not changed;
12

 and 

(iii) because the definition simply refers to another 

definition, that can already be linked through an 

existing definition in the RDP.
13

  

 

                                                                                                                                                
11

  Relevant to recommendations on Accessory building (non-residential activity), Accessory building 

(residential activity), Building (clause e only), Public artwork.  
12

  Relevant to Outdoor advertisement.  
13

  Pedestrian access way can be deleted, because the definition is simply "See access way".  Therefore the 

"access way" definition is already relied upon.  Same reasoning applies to Site boundary. 
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3.12 There is one further change recommended, which is to the Stage 1 

definition of Temporary buildings and activities.  It is understood that 

all interested parties are agreed to the Council's Stage 2 / 3 Council 

version (except for Hands of Hagley), but there are issues as to the 

differences between the Stage 1, and Stage 2 / 3 definitions that 

mean the change may not fall within a change of minor effect.  It is 

however, relevant that the key trigger for this definition, is Chapter 6, 

which is a Stage 2 / 3 chapter.   

 

4. OTHER ON-GOING HEARINGS / WORKSTREAMS 

 

4.1 For a number of hearings mediations are continuing, further work has 

been directed by the Panel, or closing submissions are yet to be filed.  

The Council's position at this point in time, through those various 

processes have been included in Appendix A.  Council does not 

wish to re-litigate the issues being considered in those other hearing 

streams and understands that generally submitters are comfortable 

with continuing to consider relevant definitions through those work 

streams.  Otherwise evidence filed in this hearing has been 

responded to.   

 

4.2 Council considers there would be considerable value in providing an 

updated Revised Proposal, once all of those processes are complete 

and all closing submission / final Revised Proposals have been filed. 

 

 Residential New Neighbourhood 

 

4.3 Closing submissions for the Residential New Neighbourhood hearing 

are due the same day that the Stage 2 / 3 Definitions Hearing 

commences (being 31 March 2016).  The latest amendments to 

definitions have been carried over into the Revised Proposal attached 

at Appendix A to these legal submissions.   

 

4.4 In respect of the definition of 'outline development plan' the Council 

has previously filed a memorandum
14

 seeking that the decision on 

that definition should be made through this Stage 2 / 3 Definitions 

                                                                                                                                                
14

  Memorandum of Counsel on behalf of the Christchurch City Council filing a final updated Revised 

Proposal for Residential new Neighbourhood, dated 17 March 2016 at paragraph 2.9(b). 
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Hearing, rather than through the Residential New Neighbourhood 

Hearing (as the term is used in chapters/provisions other than those 

being considered in the RNN hearing).  In short the Council's position 

is that the 'outline development plan' definition should strictly be used 

when an ODP is for a Greenfield Priority Area as delineated on Map 

A of the CRPS.   

 

4.5 Attachment A to the RNNZ memorandum outlines where an appendix 

is already titled 'outline development plan' and should remain that 

way, and also sets out where minor amendments are required to titles 

of appendices (and within the appendices themselves) in the pRDP, 

to change the phrase from 'outline development plan' to 'development 

plan'.   The need to revisit earlier decisions through clauses 13(5) and 

(6) of the Order in Council will be covered in the RNNZ closing legal 

submissions.  

 

 General Rules and Procedures  

 

4.6 The General Rules and Procedures hearing adjourned on 23 March 

2016.  In summary: 

 

(a) as recorded above, the definition of spring has been 

resolved and a joint memorandum filed; 

(b) some airport-related definitions remain in dispute (as 

recorded in the table at Appendix B); 

(c) updates to sign-related definitions were tabled at the 

General Rules hearing through Exhibit 16 and Exhibit 17 

(these are included in the Revised Proposal at Appendix 

A), the definition of 'primary building frontage' is subject to 

on-going mediation as directed by the Panel; 

(d) the definition of 'guest accommodation' is subject to on-

going discussions between the Council and the Commodore 

Airport Hotel. 
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 Natural and Cultural Heritage 

 

4.7 The Council has identified a list of definitions that are within the scope 

of the Natural and Cultural Heritage Hearing.
15

  The joint work 

programme for this hearing is ongoing (including facilitated 

mediations).  Counsel notes the legal submissions filed by Ngāi Tahu 

where they seek that the Natural and Cultural Heritage related 

definitions are most appropriately addressed in that context.  The 

Council supports that submission and given the positive progress 

being made in that context, does not wish to re-litigate those matters 

in the context of this definitions hearing.   

 

4.8 Notwithstanding the separate work stream, some submitters have 

understandably raised issues relating to Natural and Cultural Heritage 

definitions through the Stage 2 / 3 Definitions hearing / evidence / 

statements, in which case they have been addressed.
16

   In 

summary: 

 

(a) 9.1  - Indigenous Biodiversity and Ecosystems.  A Revised 

Proposal was filed on 24 March 2016, as a result changes to 

the definitions of 'indigenous biodiversity' and a minor 

change to the definition of 'indigenous vegetation clearance' 

have been incorporated into the Revised Proposal at 

Appendix A. 

(b) 9.2 – Outstanding Natural features and Landscapes, 

Significant Features and Landscapes and Areas of Natural 

Character in the Costal Environment – no further 

amendments have been made to definitions as a result of 

the latest Revised Proposal for this topic. 

(c) 9.3 – Historic Heritage.  Mediation on this topic is ongoing, a 

Revised Proposal is due on 20 April 2016, with closing 

submissions due on 10 May 2016. 

(d) 9.4 – Significant Trees.  Revised Proposal is due on 6 April 

2016, and closing submissions due on 28 April 2016. 

                                                                                                                                                
15

  Memorandum of Counsel on behalf of the Christchurch City Council, responding to Panel's minute of 10 

March 2016 recording areas of agreement and areas of dispute, dated 18 March 2016 –see Schedule C. 
16

  For example in relation to the definition of 'spring' which relates to both General Rules and Procedures 

provisions and Natural and Cultural Heritage provisions.  In addition the submitter requested definition of 
'environmental compensation' has been addressed in Mr Andrew Long's rebuttal evidence for this Stage 2 
/ 3 Definitions Hearing. 
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(e) 9.5 Sites of Ngāi Tahu Cultural Significance.  Reporting 

memorandum filed on 24 March 2016 with a request for 

further reporting date of 8 April 2016. 

(f) Other proposals – the Council has sought that the other 

revised proposals for Natural and Cultural Heritage be filed 

on 29 April 2016, with Council closing submissions due on 

18 Mary 2016.
17

   

 

 Open Space 

 

4.9 The Council's closing submissions for the Open Space hearing are 

due on 6 April 2016.  Counsel notes the relevance of the discussions 

that are to take place on Monday between the Trust, Council, and the 

New Zealand Deerstalkers' Assn North Canterbury Branch, the 

Christchurch Pistol Club and the New Zealand Handloaders Assn.  

These discussions are relevant to the outstanding areas of 

disagreement with the Trust, as mentioned in Appendix B.   

 

5. FINAL REVIEW OF THE DEFINITIONS PROPOSAL 

 

5.1 Council has had the opportunity to review the Crown's opening 

submissions, and agree with and adopts the Crown's submissions 

relating to the suggestion that the Panel provide an opportunity for the 

Definitions Proposal to be subject to a final review and refinement, 

once the Panel has issued all other decisions on Stage 1, 2 and 3 

Proposals.  

 

6. WITNESSES 

 

6.1 Evidence has been filed on behalf of the Council from the witnesses 

listed below.   The Panel has excused those not in bold, from 

appearing as no parties had sought to cross examine them.  

However, these witnesses are able to be called in the event that their 

specific knowledge of the manner in which a definition is used within 

a chapter would assist the Panel in its deliberations: 

 

                                                                                                                                                
17

  At the time of filing these legal submissions, the Panel had not yet confirmed whether or not these 

proposed dates were accepted. 
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(a) Ms Janine Sowerby – chapter lead (although not on the 

merits of the definitions); 

(b) Ms Deborah Hogan - Rural Proposal (Stage 2 and 3); 

Natural and Cultural Heritage (Stage 3 – Topic 9.1); 

(c) Ms Janice Carter - Specific Purposes (Defence Wigram, 

Styx Mill) Zones and (Stage 2); Open Space (Stage 2 and 

3);  

(d) Mr Scott Blair - Hazardous Substances Proposal (Stage 2); 

Specific Purposes (Hospital) Zone (Stage 2); General Rules 

(Planning/ Signs) (Stage 2 and 3); Central City (Stage 3); 

(e) Ms Alison McLaughlin - General Rules (Temporary 

Activities, Buildings and Events, Outdoor Lighting and Glare, 

Scheduled Activities, Water body Setbacks, Sale of Alcohol, 

Public Safety and Emergency Services); 

(f) Ms Glenda Dixon - Specific Purposes (Hospital, Tertiary, 

Schools) Zones (Stage 2); Central City (Stage 3); General 

Rules (Airport Noise/ Aircraft Protection/ Golf Resort Zone); 

(g) Ms Shirley Ferguson;
18

 

(h) Mr Mark Stevenson;
19

  

(i) Ms Sarah Oliver;
20

  

(j) Ms Ruth Evans;
21

  

(k) Ms Sarah Jenkin;
22

 

(l) Ms Kelly Andrews;
23

  

(m) Mr Peter Eman;
24

  

(n) Ms Kimberly Rolton;
25

 

(o) Ms Caroline Rachlin;
26

 

(p) Mr Andrew Long;
27

 

                                                                                                                                                
18

  For Natural and Cultural Heritage (Stage 3 - Topic 9.2); Coastal Environment (Stage 3). 
19

  For Commercial Proposal and Industrial Proposal (Stage 2); Natural and Cultural Heritage – Commercial 

(Stage 3); Central City (Stage 3). 
20

  For Residential Proposal (Stage 2); Residential New Neighbourhood Zone Proposal (Stage 2); Coastal 

Environment (Stage 3). 
21

  For Natural Hazards (Stage 3). 
22

  For Utilities and Energy Proposal (Stage 2); Natural and Cultural Heritage – Utilities (Stage 3); Central 

City (Stage 3). 
23

  For General Rules (General Noise). 
24

  For Specific Purposes (Cemetery) Zone (Stage 2); Central City (Stage 3); Specific Purpose Zones (Flat 

Land) (Stage 3). 
25

  For Specific Purpose (Burwood) Zone (Stage 3). 
26

  For  Natural and Cultural Heritage Proposal (Topics 9.3 and 9.4). 
27

  For  Subdivision Proposal; Natural and Cultural Heritage – Subdivision (Stage 3); Central City (Stage 3). 
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(q) Mr Alan Matheson;
28

 

(r) Mr David Falconer;
29

 and 

(s) Ms  Adele Radburnd.
30

 

 

DATED this 30th day of March 2016 
 
 

 
 

 
__________________________________ 

S J Scott / A O J Sinclair 
Counsel for Christchurch City Council 

                                                                                                                                                
28

  For Papakainga Zone (Stage 2); Natural and Cultural Heritage (Stage 3). 
29

  For Transport Proposal (Stage 2); Specific Purposes Zone (Stage 2); Central City (Stage 3). 
30

  For  Rural Proposal – Quarrying  (Stage 2); General Rules (Guest Accommodation). 
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APPENDIX A 

Revised Proposal



 

 

 

 

Appendix B - Areas of Disagreement 

Submitter(s) Definition(s) Explanation 

CIAL (New) Birdstrike risk activities This definition has been the subject of attention  through the General Rules hearing.   Council's 

position (as is the Issac Conservation and Wildlife Trust's as recorded in Ms Seaton's rebuttal 

for Chapter 6) is that a definition is not required.   CIAL continue to support its inclusion.  

CIAL Surface water management 

structure 

CIAL seek to delete the definition.  Council accepts its deletion only if the Chapter 18 Open 

Space rules are deleted in favour of inclusion of similar rules in Chapter 6, as the definition 

would be redundant.  At this point in time, Council's final position on the General Rules hearing 

has not been filed.  

CIAL Trade and industry training 

facility 

CIAL seeks a specific exclusion to differentiate from activities otherwise defined as tertiary 

education and research facilities.  Ms Dixon does not consider the specific exclusion is 

required.  

David Lawry Airport Purposes 

Critical infrastructure 

Strategic infrastructure 

Mr Lawry seeks that a new definition be included and Council continues to oppose its inclusion 

as the phrase is not used in the pRDP – it has no nexus to any provision within the pRDP or 

RDP and it cannot be included in CIAL's designation for the airport.  Counsel notes that Mr 

Lawry has also raised concerns (through a statement dated 30 March 2016) with the definition 

of 'critical infrastructure' and 'strategic infrastructure'. 

Hands of Hagley Temporary activity and buildings Hands of Hagley seek three changes to the definition that are all opposed by the Council, in 

essence to ensure the effects of car parking on turfed areas or trees is regulated through the 

pRDP.  Council's position is that these effects are sufficiently managed by other processes, 

which would reduce reliance on resource consent processes.  

Isaacs Wildlife 

Conservation Trust 

(Trust) 

Recreation activity 

Major sports facility 

It is understood that the Trust's outstanding concerns relate to the effect the 'clarifications' 

made to the definitions have on the Trust in the absence of other rules it is pursuing in the 

Open Space hearing, being included in that chapter.
31

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
31

  It is noted that the Council has submitted that the rule that the Trust is pursuing in the Open Space hearing is beyond the scope of its submission, and is not comfortable with the Panel 

using clause 13(5) and (6) to add the new rule into the Open Space chapter.  Council has not resiled from its position (expressed in opening submissions at the Open Space hearing) that 
the amendment is out of scope of their submission.  Also of relevance, is that the Panel has today issued a Decision (dated 30 March 2016) recording that it has received an application for 
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Submitter(s) Definition(s) Explanation 

Pacific Park 

 

Victoria 

Neighbourhood Assn 

Late night  This definition has been considered through both the Central City and General Rules hearing.  

The provisions to which it relates has been the subject of expert conferencing by witnesses for 

the Council, Crown and Pacific Park. Pacific Park's original relief was for a definition of 'late 

night sale of alcohol'.  It remains the Council's position that "late night" is context specific and 

depends on the proximity to residential rules, and therefore no definition is required.  Any 

controls on the time until which 'late night' activity can occur, should be expressed in the rules.  

It is noted that Pacific Park has withdrawn their notice of cross examination, and therefore may 

not be pursuing this definition anymore.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
leave to lodge a later further submission from the New Zealand Deerstalkers' Assn Inc North Canterbury Branch, the Christchurch Pistol Club and the New Zealand Handloaders Assn, as 
they oppose the relief being pursued by the Trust.  The parties are meeting to discuss this further on Monday 4 April 2016. 


